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Abstract

In Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning, communication is critical to encourage coopera-
tion among agents. Communication in realistic wireless networks can be highly unreliable
due to network conditions varying with agents’ mobility, and stochasticity in the trans-
mission process. We propose a framework to learn practical communication strategies by
addressing three fundamental questions: (1) When: Agents learn the timing of commu-
nication based on not only message importance but also wireless channel conditions. (2)
What : Agents augment message contents with wireless network measurements to better
select the game and communication actions. (3) How : Agents use a novel neural mes-
sage encoder to preserve all information from received messages, regardless of the number
and order of messages. Simulating standard benchmarks under realistic wireless network
settings, we show significant improvements in game performance, convergence speed and
communication efficiency compared with state-of-the-art.

Keywords: Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning; Wireless communication

1. Introduction

In Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL), communication plays a key role in facili-
tating knowledge sharing and collaboration. The information in agents’ messages alleviates
the limitation of partial observation. Communication leads to better exploration on the
huge state and action space, and thus improves the training quality and convergence speed.

While there have been numerous works in the literature to improve communication in
MARL, most are based on unrealistic modeling of the wireless network environment (e.g.,
assuming perfect transmission). In practical applications, however, transmission can fail due
to many factors such as limited bandwidth, signal path loss and fading, medium contention,
interference, etc. Moreover, in applications involving navigation (e.g., Search-And-Rescue
(SAR) Queralta et al. (2020), fire fighting Haksar and Schwager (2018), battlefield defense
Nguyen et al. (2019)), link conditions are dynamic as they vary with agents’ mobility and
relative positions. It remains an open problem to learn a practical policy by addressing
such complexity in realistic wireless communications Hu et al. (2022).

The following challenges exist to train communicating agents in a realistic wireless envi-
ronment. The first challenge, environment coupling, is due to the mutual influence between
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the game environment and the wireless environment. On the one hand, agents’ mobility in
the game environment leads to dynamic network connectivity and agents’ communication
actions have significant impact on medium contention and signal interference. On the other
hand, changes in the wireless environment can affect agents’ actions in the game environ-
ment. For example, when an agent generating an important message is far away from other
agents, it may intentionally approach others to increase the receivers’ signal strength. The
second challenge, channel stochasticity, means it is a non-deterministic process whether an
agent can successfully receive the message from others. As described in the previous para-
graph, many practical factors can result in failed transmission. The stochasticity not only
increases the complexity of the environment, but also makes it more challenging for agents
to extract useful information.

Proposed work We propose a framework, LAUREL, to Learn prActical commUnication
strategies in cooperative Multi-Agent REinforcement Learning. Our framework optimizes
three fundamental aspects of communication (i.e., when, what and how) without unrealistic
simplifications on the wireless network. To address the environment coupling challenge, we
propose to delay the message sending time by one step so as to align agents’ interactions
in the game and wireless environments. The alignment solves the issue of training non-
differentiability in Kim et al. (2019). More importantly, it leads to a “meta-environment”
abstraction, where the Markov Decision Process (MDP) controlling the agents’ behaviors
can be reformulated, and both the action and observation spaces can be expanded. Specif-
ically, we augment the agents’ observation by important network measurements, so that
they can understand and predict the dynamics due to coupling. Then we end-to-end train
a practical communication strategy with neither pre-defined schedule nor prior knowledge
on the wireless condition (unlike Kim et al. (2019); Sukhbaatar et al. (2016)). As a result,
agents learn when to send messages based on both the content relevance and the wireless
channel conditions. To further improve LAUREL under high channel stochasticity, we propose
a novel neural architecture to encode the received messages. The encoder takes as input
any number of messages and theoretically guarantees an asymptotically lossless encoding
process. Finally, we generalize LAUREL with popular backbone MARL algorithms, and build
both the on- and off-policy variants in a plug-and-play fashion. On standard benchmarks,
we achieve significantly better performance with respect to game performance, convergence
rate and communication efficiency, compared with state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work

CommNet (Sukhbaatar et al., 2016) and BiCNet (Peng et al., 2017) propose to learn the
communication contents in the MARL system to boost performance. However, both works
perform all-to-all communication at each step, under the assumption of ideal wireless net-
work conditions (i.e.whatever messages sent out will be successfully received by all agents).
In terms of message aggregation under such assumption, a simple mean or sum function is
used. TarMAC (Das et al., 2019) and MAGIC (Niu et al., 2021) later introduce attention-
based mechanisms to improve message aggregation.

Recent works consider resource constrained wireless networks, which improves the ideal
model by considering limited bandwidth. When multiple agents simultaneously send k′

messages, the environment ensures min{k, k′} messages to be successfully received by all
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agents (where k is a manually configured constant characterizing the bandwidth limit). VBC
(Zhang et al., 2019) limits the variance of the message and only those with large variance
are exchanged during execution. SchedNet (Kim et al., 2019) generates an importance
weight for the message, and exactly k most important messages are exchanged in each
step. RMADDPG (Wang et al., 2019) adopts a recurrent multi-agent actor-critic framework
which limits the number of communication actions during training. Note that these works
still assume perfect transmission, and ignore many critical factors in a realistic wireless
environment. All works above assume at least one of the following: (1) Dedicated and
perfect wireless channels exist between any pair of agents. Any transmitted message can be
delivered to all other agents successfully. (2) Message importance is the only factor when
deciding “when to send a message”. (3) Channel condition is fixed and known in advance to
allow scheduling agents’ communication with a fixed budget. In comparison, our framework
does not have any of the above assumptions and considers realistic wireless channels.

3. Preliminaries

Dec-POMDP Agents solve a problem formulated as a Decentralized Partially-Observable
Markov Decision Process (Dec-POMDP), which is represented by (S,A, T ,Ω,O,R, γ). S,
A and Ω are the state space, joint action space, and joint observation space for the N
agents, respectively. At step t, each agent i ∈ N takes action ai by following policy πθi .
The joint action a leads to state transition captured by function T (s′|s,a) : S ×A× S →
[0, 1]. The agent also draws local observation oi ∈ Ωi, with joint observation probability
P (o|s′,a) = O(o, s′,a), where o is the joint observation. Meanwhile, agents receive a joint
reward rt = R(s,a). The goal is to find an optimum policy πθ∗ that maximizes the expected
long-term reward (i.e., return), with discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]: J = Eπθ

[∑∞
t=1 γ

trt
]
.

Communication Environment In MARL applications with mobile agents (e.g., SAR),
agents altogether formulate a Mobile Adhoc network (MANET) (Ismail and Ja’afar, 2007)
to communicate. In a large and complicated terrain, network conditions vary with agents’
mobility. e.g., there may be obstacles of different materials blocking the signal propagation.
Under popular wireless protocols (e.g., p-CSMA Gai et al. (2011)), before agents send, they
contend to access the medium with certain probability to avoid collision. The signal strength
of a transmitted data packet may be affected by path loss, attenuation, interference with
other packet signals, etc. In particular, for path loss, log-normal fading model is widely
used to capture the Radio Signal Strength (RSS) variation over the spatial domain. For
interference, it happens when receiver is in range of multiple senders at the same time.
When SINR is below a given threshold, the packet cannot be decoded correctly. In such a
case, a broadcast message cannot be received by all agents. See Appendix A and C.1 for
details.

4. Method

4.1. When: MDP Re-Formulation

Use subscript “−i” to denote variables from all agents other than i. Communication can
facilitate exchange of current observations. A natural design, followed by most existing
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Figure 1: Two ways of agent-environment interaction

works (Foerster et al., 2016; Sukhbaatar et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2019), is to send and
receive a message within the same step. In Figure 1(a), at the beginning of step t, agent i
makes local observation oti on the game environment. From oti, a neural network generates
a message mt

i with weight wti measuring message importance / relevance. Then based on
wti and wt

−i, the messages mt
i and mt

−i contend to go through the wireless channel. Since
some transmissions may fail, we use cti to denote the messages successfully received by i.
Next, agent i’s own message and all its received ones go through another neural network to
generate the next action ati. Finally, all agents interact with the game environment via ati
and at−i. The game environment returns the current reward rti and next observation ot+1

i .
A major drawback of the Figure 1(a) setting is training non-differentiability. When

optimizing policy πθ via back-propagation, the gradients of the parameters θ need to flow
from ati back to oti. However, the wireless environment lies in the middle of step t. The
mapping implemented by the realistic wireless channel, mt,wt → cti, is non-differentiable
(Kim et al., 2019) (due to “stochasticity” in transmission).

Communication Lagging We propose “communication lagging” to make training dif-
ferentiable. Denote a′ as communication actions and o′ as wireless observations (see Section
4.2). As shown in Figure 1(b), an agent observes at the beginning of step t. Yet it does
not generate the message mt

i until the end of step t. After lagging, the “message-wireless
environment” and “agent-game environment” interactions happen simultaneously (enclosed
by dotted circle). Thus, the two environments are aligned. Lagging leads to the following
tradeoffs: (1) Ease of training : the aligned environments enable end-to-end policy training,
as the gradients can flow backward from the end of step t (i.e., ati and a′ti) to the beginning
of step t (i.e., oti and o′ti). We thus develop a general framework (Section 4.4) supporting
any existing MARL algorithm on top of realistic wireless environment. (2) Staleness of
messages: action ati is generated with stale information ct−1

i since the step-(t− 1) messages
are received at step t. Such staleness may only have slightly negative impact when the step
duration is short in practice (Zhang et al., 2019).

Meta-Environment We abstract a “meta-environment” from aligned game and wireless
environments. Meta-environment is the new game environment: any algorithm on the
original game environment can be directly applied on the meta-environment. To define
agents’ interaction with the meta-environment, we reformulate the Markov Decision Process
(MDP) with expanded state and action spaces: (S,A, T ,Ω,O,R, γ). Denote S as the state
of the meta-environment. The augmented action space A consists of the game actions AT

and communication actions AC. i.e., A = AT ×AC. The augmented observation space Ω
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consists of the game observations ΩT and wireless observations ΩC . i.e., Ω = ΩT ×ΩC .
T and O are defined on the meta-state and augmented observation and action spaces.

Learning Communication Actions Under the reformulated MDP, agents can learn a
policy on communication actions to decide “when to communicate”. The simplest is the
binary action for “send / no-send”: aCi ∈ ACi = {0, 1}. Other examples of learnable aCi
include: (1) Transmission power Pt: larger Pt improves the received signal strength at the
cost of higher probability of interference. (2) Medium contention probability p: larger p
increases the probability of securing the medium by suppressing other agents’ chance.

4.2. What: Observation Augmentation

Efficiently exploring the state space S and action space A relies on suitable observations,
especially considering the complexity in wireless environment. However, since agents may
be far away, it is infeasible for them to directly observe the full network condition (i.e., the
wireless environment is partially observable). To address the issue, we first augment the
observation space O by observation / measurement oC,ti on the wireless environment. i.e..

for each agent, we concatenate the wireless and game observations oti = oT ,ti ‖o
C,t
i . Then we

let the message sent by i contain i’s hidden state hti, where hti embeds information of oti.
When j receives from i, agent j predicts the current network condition. If such condition
is believed as poor, j may suppress its sending action.

Network Measurements Common factors resulting in failed transmission include lim-
ited bandwidth, noises, signal attenuation due to obstacles and packet collision. The net-
work condition is complicated: some of the above factors are related to the wireless environ-
ment (e.g., limited bandwidth), some are related to the game environment (e.g., obstacles),
and others are even related to agents’ policies (e.g., collision due to simultaneous sendings).
Agents can understand the network condition from various types of network measurements.
For brevity, we now only illustrate the benefits of augmenting observation via Radio Signal
Strength (RSS) in detail. When agent i receives the message from j, it measures Ps and also
infers j’s position (thus distance d between i and j). When agent i receives more messages
from other agents across multiple steps, it essentially collects many (Ps, d) data points. The
agent can then learn the function Ps = g (d) corresponding to the path loss model of the
particular wireless environment. With g, when an agent knows (or predicts) the position
of others, it immediately knows the corresponding RSS if it sends a message. Ignoring
collisions, the agent knows if its message can be successfully received or not, even before it
sends out the message. Such knowledge clearly helps with a better policy on communica-
tion actions. In addition, RSS information can also reveal terrain information on the game
environment. For instance, if the measured Ps is significantly lower than the estimated
g (d), the agent detects an obstacle on the transmisson path. Communication then serves
as a form of long-range sensing on the terrain, and helps agents better plan their future
movements.

4.3. How: Message Encoder

Stochasticity in Communication An agent does not know (1) who will send a message
at what time, (2) whether the message will have enough signal strength to be successfully
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received, (3) at what order messages will arrive, (4) what the message will contain. For point
1, agents in non-deterministic RL algorithms randomly select communication actions from
a probability distribution. For point 2, many factors (e.g., path loss, noise, interference)
can cause packet loss. For point 3, due to medium contention and varying network latency,
multiple messages received by a single agent in one step can arrive in an arbitrary order.
For point 4, for the hidden state embedding contained in a message, the vector elements
can take arbitrary numerical values representable by a floating point number.

Message Encoder We design a neural architecture to encode received messages by ad-
dressing all the stochasticity. In the following, we consider a single step, and thus omit
superscript (t). Denote vector mij ∈ Rl as the message from agent j to i. Denote Ni as
the set of agents successfully sending to i. Cardinality of Ni is from 0 (when i receives no
message) to n − 1 (when i receives from all other agents). Define ci = {mij : j ∈ Ni} as
the set of messages received by i. The encoder performs a function Φ (ci) to map the set of
messages to a vector in Rd′ . Φ should satisfy the following two properties.

Permutation invariance This property addresses the stochasticity 3 above. Since
we define the input to Φ as an un-ordered set ci, we need to preserve a well-known property
of such a set function, namely permutation invariance (Zaheer et al., 2017). By definition,
for any ci = {mi1, . . . ,mik} and any permutation ρ on the indices {1, . . . , k}, a permutation
invariant function satisfies

Φ ({mi1, . . . ,mik}) = Φ
({
miρ(1), . . . ,miρ(k)

})
(1)

We show an example in our scenario. Suppose agent 1 receives messages from agents 2, 3
and 4. Imagine two sequences of message arrival, (2, 3, 4) and (3, 4, 2). The encoder should
not care about the sequence and should generate the same output for both cases. Thus,
Φ ({m12,m13,m14}) = Φ ({m13,m14,m12}).

Injectiveness This property addresses stochasticity 1, 2, and 4. To preserve all
information in the encoding process, we should have

ci = c′i ⇔ Φ (ci) = Φ
(
c′i
)

(2)

This way, agent i generates a unique encoding for ci so that it knows exactly the status of
all the agents who successfully sends a message to it. For a vector function, injectiveness
is easy to satisfy. For example, a linear mapping Φ′(m′) = Wm′ is injective when W has
rank l. However, it is non-trivial to ensure injectiveness of Φ whose input is a set with
non-fixed size. In the literature (Sukhbaatar et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2019; Kim et al.,
2019), a common way to implement Φ is by first aggregating the messages into a single
vector and then encode the aggregated vector by a vector function. e.g., sum aggregation

Φ (ci) = Φ′
(∑

j∈Ni
mij

)
. Unfortunately, such a Φ is not injective since regardless of Φ′,

we can find cases where ci 6= c′i yet
∑

j∈Ni
mij =

∑
j∈N ′

i
m′ij .

Different from the literature, we implement the message encoder as follows,

Message encoder: Φ (ci) =
∑

j∈Ni
MLP (mij) (3)

where MLP (·) is a Multi-Layer Perceptron. All received messages go through a shared MLP.
Our encoder theoretically satisfies the above two properties and preserves all information.
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Theorem 1 There exists a set of parameters for the encoder architecture defined by Equa-
tion 3, such that Φ is both permutation invariant and injective.

Proof Please see Appendix B.

Relation with GNNs Our encoder can be seen as a single-layer Graph Neural Net-
work tailored for real-life communication stochasticity. Correspondingly, “sum of MLPs” of
LAUREL’s Equation 3 is the GNN aggregation function, which preserves the theoretical prop-
erties while being simple to implement in practice. Communication design of many related
works can also be related with GNNs. For example, TarMAC (Das et al., 2019) perform-
ing “weighted mean” of messages can be seen as a single-layer Graph Attention Network
(Veličković et al., 2018); IC3Net (Singh et al., 2019) performing “unweighted average” is
equivalent to GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017). Other related works (e.g., MAGIC (Niu
et al., 2021)) deploy multi-layer GNNs that require multi-hop communication in each step.
Such communication can be too expensive under constraints of realistic wireless networks,
and thus we restrict LAUREL to the single-layer design. Importantly, for all the above re-
lated works, their GNN encoders satisfy permutation invariance but not injectiveness. As
a result, there can be significant performance drop due to the aforementioned stochasticity.

4.4. General Framework

We propose a general framework to learn practical communication strategies, since our
techniques can be applied to various MARL training algorithms in a plug-and-play fashion.

Algorithm 1: Example off-policy LAUREL

Init. all neural networks and replay buffer D
for episode= 1 to M do

Init. observation o; init. messages c to all 0
for t = 1 to end of episode do

Receive msg ct−1
i ; get network

measurement oC,ti
φti ← Encode message by Φi

(
ct−1
i

)
ati,m

t
i, Q

t
i ← ε-greedy

arg maxai Q
∗
i

(
oti, φ

t
i, ai

)
Take action aT ,t in game environment
Send φt by aC,t in wireless environment
Observe reward rt; transit to state st+1

Add transition to replay buffer D
end
Randomly sample trajectory from D
Update θΦ, θQ, θmix, θ

′
Q, θ

′
mix

end
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Figure 2: Example architecture of
off-policy LAUREL

For illustration, we describe an example implementation based on value function factor-
ization (Sunehag et al., 2018; Rashid et al., 2018), which can be trained in the off-policy
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manner. As shown in Figure 2, Three neural networks interact with each other: message
encoder, Q network and mixing network. The message encoder follows the Section 4.3 de-
sign. The Q network estimates the Q value for each individual agent. The mixing network
combines each agent’s Q value to calculate a global Q for all agents. This design follows
the “centralized training, decentralized execution” paradigm (Kraemer and Banerjee, 2016).
During centralized training, the mixing network optimizes the policy via maximizing the
global Q value. Parameter sharing is usually adopted assuming using an environment sim-
ulator. During decentralized execution, each agent outputs its next action with its own Q
network alone, without the mixing network. The inputs to i’s Q network include i’s current
augmented observation oti and the encoded message vector φti. The output is the augmented
action ati and the Q value of ati. The inputs to the mixing network are the output Q of each
Q network. The output is the global Q value for the current step t.

Algorithm 1 shows the training algorithm. Since we use GRU (Chung et al., 2014) in
Q network, we perform gradient update at the end of rollout episode instead of every step
(as in Wang et al. (2019)). In line 13, we perform gradient descent from the loss

L (θ) =
∑
t

[
(ytot
t −Qtot (o, c,a; θ))2

]
(4)

where ytot
t = r + γmaxa′ Qtot (o′, c′,a′; θ′), c is the received message. Qtot is the full

architecture in Figure 2 with parameter θ. (o, c,a, r,o′, c′) is transition-t in the sampled
trajectory.

We can similarly integrate on-policy algorithms into our framework. In Section 5,
we evaluate REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) based algorithms. The gradient function is
∇θJ(θ) =

∑
i

∑
t [∇θ log πθ(ai|oi, ci)Gt], where Gt is the sampled returns. Other variants

(e.g., based on Actor-Critic) can also be derived similarly. We omit the details for brevity.

5. Experiments

5.1. Setup

Wireless Environment Following most existing works (Foerster et al., 2016; Sukhbaatar
et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019), we let agents perform single-hop broadcast. We implement a
1-hop mobile network without Access Points (AP) as in Flushing et al. (2014). For commu-
nication model, we follow “log distance path loss”. We model interference as the receiver
hearing multiple signals in range. We also consider background noise and attenuation due
to obstacles. For communication protocol, we implement the slotted p-CSMA (Gai et al.,
2011). Agents following the protocol perform fully distributed execution without the need
of a centralized controller. See Appendix C.1 for details.

MARL Algorithms & Hyperparameters We evaluate both on- and off-policy designs.
Off-policy We compare three designs. The first is QMix Rashid et al. (2018), the state-

of-the-art value decomposition based MARL training algorithm. The second enhances the
communication part of the first design, by integrating the TarMAC message aggregation
function (Das et al., 2019) into the original QMix training. The third is the LAUREL version
of QMix, whose implementation follows Section 4.4 and Algorithm 1. Note that TarMAC
is the state-of-the-art design performing attention-based message aggregation.
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On-policy We again compare three designs. Among them, CommNet (Sukhbaatar
et al., 2016) and IC3Net (Singh et al., 2019) are two state-of-the-art MARL algorithms with
learned communication schemes. The LAUREL variant of IC3Net follows the description at
the end of Section 4.4. All three are trained with REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).

We conduct most experiments with off-policy models due to its significantly higher sam-
ple efficiency and faster convergence time. See Appendix C.2 for training hyperparameters.
LAURELis open source on Github 1.

5.2. Predator Prey

“Predator-Prey” is a standard MARL benchmark (Kim et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2019). In this game, m predators and 1 prey are initially randomly placed in
an n× n grid world (denoted as PPn). In one step, each predator can take one of the five
possible game actions: moving to an adjacent grid or staying still. Reward is given when a
predator catches the prey by moving to the prey’s position. The game terminates when all
predators catch the prey. For observation, each predator has vision v.

We further propose variants of the PP environment to better simulate realistic appli-
cations (e.g., SAR with complex field terrain). In the vanilla setting used by Kim et al.
(2019); Sukhbaatar et al. (2016); Singh et al. (2019), the grid world is flat and does not
contain any obstacles. In the advanced setting, we introduce k obstacles. An obstacle is
specified by size ` and can be either horizontal or vertical. Obstacles affect both the game
and wireless environments, since they block movement of agents and also have an attenu-
ation effect on the wireless signals passing them. To initialize each episode, we randomly
generate the obstacle orientation and positions. We denote such an environment as PPObs

n .
For all experiments, we set grid size n = 10. There are 3 agents, each with vision v = 0
(i.e., similar to Singh et al. (2019), agents only see the grid it is currently in), number of
obstacles k = 1 and obstacle size ` = 9. Detailed parameter settings of wireless environment
can be found in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Comparison with State-of-the-Art LAUREL uses RSS as the wireless observation. From
Figure 3, we observe that for both the on-policy and off-policy algorithms, LAUREL signif-
icantly shortens the number of steps to catch the prey. In addition, the variances of the

1. https://github.com/ANRGUSC/LAUREL

https://github.com/ANRGUSC/LAUREL
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LAUREL curves are very small. For CommNet, the model hard-codes an all-to-all commu-
nication scheme: each step, all agents broadcast messages. In a realistic wireless network
environment, sending more messages can reduce the number of successfully received mes-
sages due to increased chance of collision and interference. Therefore, it can be hard for the
algorithm always performing broadcasting to stably learn a good policy – as reflected by the
large variance of the CommNet curve. For IC3Net, the performance is better than Comm-
Net since IC3Net has gated communication which mutes unimportant messages. LAUREL
further improves upon IC3Net due to its intelligence in all the “when”, “what” and “how”
aspects. For the off-policy comparisons, QMix converges to a policy with significantly more
steps. This shows the importance of communication. For LAUREL and TarMAC, both
converge to similar number of steps. However, LAUREL converges faster and with smaller
variance. Note that in the Lumberjacks environment (Section 5.3), TarMAC fails to learn
a good policy while LAUREL can.
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Figure 4: Average communication action in one trajectory

Learned Communication Strategy We analyze the communication scheme learned by
our framework. We first answer “at which steps of the trajectory the agents are more likely
to send messages”. In Figure 4, we use the same configuration of LAUREL as Figure 3. Once
the training converges, we freeze the model and evaluate it on 2000 trajectories. We record
two metrics: (1) the binary communication action ati of each agent i at each step t, and
(2) the first step t′ where at least one predator catches the prey. The left vertical axis
(corresponding to the curves) of Figure 4 records the average ati over the 2000 trajectories.
The right vertical axis (corresponding to the bars) records the probability of t′. We have the
following observations: (1) The three curves almost overlap with each other since agents are
homogeneous. (2) At the initial few steps, the agents are more likely to communicate. This
allows agents to know others’ initial positions, as well as to probe the wireless and game
environments. The sooner they know such information, the better they collaborate. (3)
The agents are also more likely to communicate when they catch the prey (as can be seen
from the similar shape of the curves and the bars after step 10). After the prey-catching
agent informs others of the prey’s position, the other agents can directly approach the prey
following the shortest path.

Adapting to Complicated Wireless Environment We further study the effect of
bandwidth limit on agents’ communication behaviors. In Figure 5, we consider two wireless
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Figure 5: Communication adapted to limited bandwidth

environments: one with more bandwidth resources and the other with fewer bandwidth
resources (achieved by reducing the number of time slots in slotted p-CSMA (Gai et al.,
2011)). All other parameters remain as default. The curves marked by “-BW” correspond to
those evaluated in the bandwidth reduced environment. We observe the different behaviors
of TarMAC and LAUREL. In the right plot, we plot the average communication action α.
e.g., when α = 0.5, each agent has 50% probably of sending a message at each step.
Since TarMAC agents always send a message in each step (α = 1), we do not plot their
communication curves. We observe that: (1) The performance of TarMAC is very sensitive
to the wireless environment. When the wireless environment becomes more complicated, the
total number of steps to catch the prey increases significantly. (2) For LAUREL, making the
wireless environment more complicated only results in slightly slower convergence. From the
right plot, we observe that LAUREL successfully adapts its policy to the changed environment
by reducing the number of communications.

Table 1: Comparison on number of steps

Enc. MLP Avg Eq. 3

PPObs
10 24.03±5.12 21.24±0.98 18.71±0.58

Ablation Study We show how our en-
coder improves the quality of the learned policy.
In Table 1, we compare three different encod-
ing architectures, with all other configurations
equivalent. For the MLP encoder, suppose each
message is a length d vector. For 3 agents, the input e is a length-3d vector. The subvector
[e]id:(i+1)d is filled with i’s message if message from agent i is received, otherwise, 0s. Then
e is fed into a 2-layer MLP to generate the encoded vector. For the “Avg” encoder, we first
aggregate the received raw messages by vector mean, and then feed the aggregated vector
into a 2-layer MLP. Clearly, the proposed encoder based on Equation 3 leads to significantly
better agents’ performance.

5.3. Lumberjacks

Lumberjacks (Albrecht and Ramamoorthy, 2015) is a multi-resource spatial coverage prob-
lem (Kamra and Liu, 2020). In a grid world, p lumberjacks cooperate to chop q trees.
Each tree has a “strength” k, meaning the tree will be chopped when at least k agents are
adjacent to it. We set k = 2 for all trees. The agent obtains reward r1 = 0.05 and r2 = 0.5
for observing and chopping the tree. Step penalty r3 = −0.1 is used to encourage agents
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to chop trees within minimum number of steps. Similar to PP, each lumberjack agent can
move to its adjacent grid or stay still in a step. We modify the original setting (Koul,
2019) by assigning trees signal attenuation δ = 4.5. The game is terminated once all trees
are chopped or the max number of steps is reached. Denote LJp,qn as a Lumberjacks game
within n× n grid.
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Figure 6: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Figure 6 compares the convergence of reward between LAUREL and state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Both environments contain 5 agents. In LJ5,2

10 with 5 agents and 2 trees, QMix achieves

similar reward as LAUREL. In LJ5,3
10 , LAUREL achieves significantly higher reward than QMix.

In both environments, TarMAC fails to learn a good policy. We conclude the following.
When there are many agents and few trees, collaboration is less critical – Even if each
agent searches for a tree on its own and then waits there, there is still a high chance that
two agents land adjacent to the same tree by coincidence. This is why the vanilla QMix
performs well in LJ5,2

10 . However, when we increase the number of trees in the environment,
collaboration becomes more critical, and the communication strategy becomes important.
So we see a performance drop in QMix in contrast to a performance boost in LAUREL. Fi-
nally, the poor performance of TarMAC shows it is important to consider the complicated
wireless environment in the algorithm design. Otherwise, communication can be even more
harmful than no communication at all, as shown by the TarMAC-QMix comparison.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a general framework to learn practical multi-agent communication strate-
gies. Our techniques comprehensively address the fundamental aspects of communication,
“when”, “what” and “how”, with theoretical and empirical justifications. The two im-
plementations of our framework (on- / off-policy) significantly improve the agents’ perfor-
mance, especially in complicated environments. In the future, we plan to integrate the
communication information in the centralized value factorization process. By capturing the
learned communication structure in the mixer, we expect further performance improvement
in terms of the quality of the policy.
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Appendix A. Log Distance Path Loss with Fading

Pr = Pt −Kref − 10η log10

d

d0
+ ψ (5)

where Pr is the received power in dBm, Pt is the transmission power in dBm, Kref is the
loss at reference distance d0, η is the path loss component depending on the propagation
medium, and ψ is a log normal variable for multi-path fading. This equation describes the
change of signal strength during the propagation.

Appendix B. Proofs

Proof [Proof of Theorem 1] To prove permutation invariance, note that vector addition is
commutative. So for any permutation ρ, the sum of the sequence

(
MLP

(
miρ(1)

)
, . . . , MLP

(
miρ(k)

))
is always the same.

For injectiveness, we recall the conclusion from Lemma 5 of Xu et al. (2018).

Lemma 2 Assume the space of messages, M, is countable. There exists f :M→ Rd′, s.t.∑
j∈Ni

f (mij) is unique for each ci ⊂M.

Then we only need to show an MLP can express the function f specified by the above
lemma. This is a direct consequence of the universal approximation theorem (Hornik
et al., 1989). In other words, there exists a set of MLP parameters such that Φ (ci) =∑

j∈Ni
MLP (mij) =

∑
j∈Ni

f (mij), where ci = c′i ⇔ Φ (ci) = Φ (c′i). So Φ is injective.
Note that the requirement on the input space M being countable is automatically sat-

isfied in realistic applications, where the message m is quantized to fixed bit widths.

Appendix C. Details in Experiments

C.1. Communication Protocols

Slotted p-CSMA When an agent intends to transmit a packet, it first randomly choose
a counter in the range of “counter window size”. When counter is down to 0, it senses the
medium. If the medium is free (i.e., sensed signal strength lower than the threshold Θf ),
the agent transmits with probability p. Otherwise, it chooses a random counter again and
repeats the process.
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Arbitration of successful receiving We use SINR (signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio). The receiver agent will sense the arrived packet’s signal strength as θ. Denote θ′ as
the interfering signal strength at the agent if exist, N as the background noise, Θr as the
SINR threshold. If θ

θ′+N < Θr, the packet cannot be decoded correctly. In other words,
there are three cases for the receiving signal strength: (1) If θ > Θr × (θ′ + N), then the
agent successfully receives the packet; (2) If Θf ≤ θ ≤ Θr × (θ′+N), then the agent knows
there is a packet coming, but it cannot successfully receive the contents; (3) If θ < Θf , then
the agent doesn’t even know there is a packet arrived.

C.2. Parameters

Default settings used in Section 5 Obstacle attenuation δ0 = 4.5; noise N = −95dBm;
RSS threshold Θf = −78dBm; SINR threshold Θr = 15 dB for PPObs

n and 20dBm for
others; contention probability in p-CSMA protocol p = 0.3; counter window size in p-CSMA
protocol W = 15 time slots.

Training Hyperparameters We repeat all experiments 5 times with different ran-
dom seeds. We report the average performance and variance of the metrics. For the
on-policy algorithms, we use a LSTM cell with hidden dimension 128 in the policy net. For
the off-policy algorithms, we use a GRU cell with a 2-layer MLP of hidden dimension 128 as
the Q-value network, and 3-layer MLP with hypernetwork (Ha et al., 2017) as the mixing
network. For both versions of LAUREL, we use a 2-layer MLP with hidden dimension 128
to implemented the message encoder according to Equation 3. All algorithms are trained
with Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning rate 0.0005.
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